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a b s t r a c t
Femtosecond double pulses with an inter pulse delay ranging from 100 fs up to 2 ns are used to study
the dynamics of laser ablation of metals under ambient conditions far above the ablation threshold. To
that end femtosecond double pulses of 30 fs pulse duration at 785 nm having the same intensities are
focused onto the sample with a NA 0.5 microscope objective. Signals from element speciﬁc spectral line
transitions and from reﬂection of the plasma plume are recorded as function of delay between the two
pulses. The corresponding ablation structures are analyzed via atomic force microscopy. Based on these
different observables four different enhancement regimes of the element speciﬁc signals are identiﬁed
and discussed with respect to different transient stages of the ablation process. Both metals (Al and Ti)
show qualitatively the same transient behavior. A maximum signal enhancement of about ﬁve is achieved
at an inter pulse delay around 800 ps. The ablation volume is approximately the same as compared to the
corresponding single pulse ablation volume with doubled ﬂuence. This result serves as a route to increase
the spatial resolution of far-ﬁeld spectrochemical imaging via laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy on
the few m scale and below.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is a wellestablished technique for spectrochemical element analysis in
various applications [1–3]. Although LIBS does not achieve the
sensitivity of other methods, as for example mass spectrometry,
to date it offers a wide range of different advantages: No special sample preparation is needed and the analysis can be done in
air under atmospheric conditions. As LIBS is a contactless method
and only needs an optical access to the target the samples can
be in any state of aggregation. Furthermore as laser radiation can
be guided and focused over long distances it is possible to perform LIBS analyses at places that are difﬁcult to access, e.g. in
liquid fused metals or health hazardous environments. Due to these
features LIBS is applied in many areas ranging from research to
industry [4–6].
Usually nanosecond lasers are used in these applications. Femtosecond laser pulses on the other hand offer due to different
ablation processes a more precise ablation with less thermal damage and with a higher reproducibility compared to nanosecond
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pulses [7–9]. Furthermore the femtosecond laser-induced plasma
features a faster temporal decay and a reduced background,
enabling to work at a higher repetition rate without any gate for
data acquisition. On this basis femtosecond laser pulses are suitable
to improve the spatial resolution and spectrochemical sensitivity in
comparison to ns-LIBS [2,10,11] and facilitate fs-LIBS for biomedical
applications [5,9,12], such as chemical mapping and depth proﬁling
of complex biological systems [10]. For the same reasons, especially
the fast processing speed, fs-LIBS is a promising tool for microanalysis of technical samples compared to well-established methods
[6,13].
A high spatial resolution in LIBS can be achieved by tightly
focusing the laser radiation onto the target (micro-LIBS) [6]. In the
far-ﬁeld and single-shot mode a resolution of 3 m was demonstrated for 2D chemical mapping with nanosecond laser pulses [14]
and (5-10) m with femtosecond laser pulses respectively [15,16].
Single pulse ablation craters with diameters down to 450 nm were
reported at the detection limit for fs-LIBS [17–19]. Recently we performed experiments for 2D mapping of lamellar structures in TiAl
alloys with a spatial resolution of 2 m by applying 10 consecutive
shots per position to get a better signal to noise ratio [20]. The only
way to further increase the spatial resolution and at the same time
obtain spectrochemical information via LIBS to date is to work with
near-ﬁeld methods such as SNOM, resulting in crater diameters of
600 nm and larger [21–23].
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A promising approach to enhance the spectrochemical sensitivity for LIBS and to get a better understanding of the underlying
physical processes is to apply double pulses. Double pulse LIBS in
general can lead to an enhanced optical emission due to a more efﬁcient energy deposition into the sample as well as into the plasma
[24]. In the last years multiple investigations were done on double
pulse laser ablation on a variety of sample systems, with different
laser sources, pulse durations, geometric conﬁgurations and temporal separations between the two pulses, both in experiments and
in simulations, see [24,25] and references therein. LIBS emission
enhancement is strongly dependent on experimental parameters
and sample systems. Most studies on femtosecond double pulse
LIBS were done in vacuum resulting in emission enhancement
ratios of 2–7 for maximal inter pulse delays ranging from 200 ps to
2 ns [26–29]. Emission enhancement in air was observed on Cu targets with factors of 6–11 at maximal achievable inter pulse delays
of 110 ps and a ﬂuence regime of 3–7 times the ablation threshold
[30,31]. The dimensions of double pulse ablation structures are usually up to 50% smaller compared to single pulse ablation [30,32,33].
The resulting crater depths are smaller compared to single pulses
of half the energy [33–35]. These experimental ﬁndings suggest
double pulses for the enhancement of spatial resolution and spectrochemical sensitivity of fs-LIBS at the same time and motivate
our study of the dynamics of laser ablation and plasma emission of
metals in air on a wide range of inter pulse delays from 100 fs to
2 ns.
The choice of the samples is motivated by our work on chemical imaging of TiAl alloys [20], which are designed for structural
components of aeronautics. Here we focus on pure metals to
avoid a mixture of the individual alloying elements during ablation. Aluminum as a standard metal has been extensively studied
in femtosecond laser ablation (see for example [36–45]) while
comparatively less is reported on titanium (see for example
[28,29,46–50]). The reason for aluminum being a popular sample
system is that it features a free-electron-like electronic structure
[51]. Titanium on the other hand is a transition metal with a considerably different and rather complex electronic structure: Its Fermi
level lies in the center of a half ﬁlled d-band [51]. These differences in electronic structure have a considerable inﬂuence on the
material parameters and possibly on the material’s behavior during
laser ablation and plasma emission. Studying both metals separately gives us the opportunity to check on these inﬂuences and
their effect on the results of our fs-LIBS mapping technique used
for analysis of metal alloys.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 the experimental
setup is presented. The samples are speciﬁed and detailed information is given on the data evaluation with special emphasis on
the transient signals under study. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, the experimental results are presented and discussed with
respect to the physical processes taking place during laser ablation.
Different subsections refer to the different enhancement regimes
identiﬁed. These interpretations are then supported by structure
analysis via atomic force microscopy (AFM) in Section 3.3. Section
3.4 completes our studies with an outlook for optimizing the spatial
resolution and spectrochemical sensitivity.

2. Experiment
2.1. Experimental setup
Linearly polarized laser pulses with a pulse duration of 30 fs
full width at half maximum (FWHM) and a central wavelength of
785 nm are provided at a repetition rate of 1 kHz by an ampliﬁed
Ti:Sapphire laser system (Femtolasers Femtopower Pro). After passing a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (Fig. 1, right) the generated

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for fs-LIBS (left) and schematics of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with additional delay (right). A: attenuator; B: blocker; BS: beam splitter;
D: dichroic; M: mirror; PMT: photomultiplier tube.

double pulses are guided to a modiﬁed microscope setup (Fig. 1,
left) and focused onto the sample surface with a Zeiss LD Epiplan 50×/0.5 NA microscope objective. The lateral spot diameter
was calculated to 1.4 m at the 1/e2 value of intensity proﬁle of
the point-spread function [52]. The dispersion of the objective
and remaining optical components in the beam path is precompensated by adjusting the prism compressor in the ampliﬁed
laser system. In both beam lines of the interferometer neutral density ﬁlters are implemented to adjust the energy of both pulses
separately. The total pulse energy in sum was set to 250 nJ and
350 nJ respectively, with an intensity ratio of 1:1.
The motorized translation stage of the interferometer has a
travel range of 155 mm (miCos HPS-170) with feasible inter pulse
delays up to 1 ns. To realize longer pulse delays up to 3 ns a second,
manually controllable stage in form of a 50 cm rail is added to the
delayed beam line. By varying the position of the slide on the manual rail, which is kept ﬁxed during one measurement, it is possible
to scan different delay ranges with the motorized stage. Successive
delay ranges are chosen to overlap for reproducibility.
The sample is mounted on a 3-axis positioning system in air
moving at constant speed to irradiate a fresh surface with each double pulse sequence, generating well-separated ablation structures.
A tilt of the sample can be tracked with the 3-axis-system due to
a confocal scan of its surface with a HeNe laser prior to the experiment. The laser-induced optical emission of the plasma plume is
collected at an angle of 45◦ relative to the surface by a collimating quartz lens (NA 0.43) and guided through a UV-quartz glass
ﬁber bundle to the spectrometer (LOT-Oriel Multispec MS-125). The
grating of the spectrometer has 400 l/mm and is blazed at 400 nm.
The generated spectra are recorded by an intensiﬁed CCD-camera
(Roper Scientiﬁc PIMAX) at a repetition rate of 125 Hz with a shutter
time of 50 ns and no camera delay. 250 spectra are acquired for each
delay. The transient LIBS-signal is then determined by subtraction
of a linearly interpolated background around a speciﬁc wavelength
range of interest from its respective peak intensity (see Fig. 2).
Analysis of the ablation structures is done via atomic force
microscopy (AFM, Bruker N8 NEOS).
2.2. Sample system
Two different metal sample systems with high purity were
studied in this paper: Aluminum (99.9%) and titanium (99.99%),
being popular elements in various alloys for engineering applications, e.g. aircraft structural components. Detailed information on
material parameters are given in Table 1. Averaged LIBS-spectra
of each sample, Al and Ti respectively, are shown in Fig. 2. The
spectra result from single pulse measurements with pulse energies
of 250 nJ, averaged over 250 single-shot spectra. In the detected
wavelength region of (230-750) nm the most prominent transition
lines at 453 nm (Ti I) and 395 nm (Al I) were evaluated as well as a
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Table 1
Sample speciﬁcations [54] and evaluated transitions [53] of studied metals.
Material

Aluminum

Titanium

CAS-No.
Purity
General properties
Lattice structure
Density
Melting point
Boiling point
Time for melting
Electron–phonon coupling coefﬁcient (300 K)
Most prominent transitions [53]

7429-90-5
99.9%
Metal
fcc
2.70 g/cm3
933.47 K
2792.15 K
1.9 ps [43]
2.45 × 1017 W/(Km3 ) [45]
Al I
3s2 3p
394.401 nm

7440-32-6
99.998%
Transition metal
hcp
4.51 g/cm3
1943.15 K
3560.15 K
2.0 ps [48]
1.3 × 1018 W/(Km3 ) [51]
Ti I
3d3 (4 F)4s
453.324 nm

Fig. 2. LIBS-spectra of aluminum (left) and titanium (right). All peaks except the
purple ones are atomic transitions of Al and Ti, respectively. Only the most prominent transition lines are evaluated and highlighted in different colors: Al I 395 nm
(green), Ti I 453 nm (blue), IR-signal 750 nm (purple). An interpolated background
(red and yellow lines) is subtracted from the peak value of the corresponding spectral range. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

third wavelength region around 700 nm, named IR-Signal. This signal originates from the lower wavelength end of the laser spectrum
being reﬂected in the focal volume. It is getting more pronounced
when the second laser pulse is reﬂected at the ablation plume created by the ﬁrst pulse, which will be discussed in detail in Section 3.
As the aluminum transition line at 309 nm showed the same temporal behavior as the doublet at 395 nm, second harmonic processes
are not contributing to the transient signal. We therefore limit the
presented results to the transition with higher emission intensity.
Sample sizes were 10 mm in diameter and of 2 mm thickness. The
surfaces are mechanically polished and cleaned with acetone prior
to the experiment and again for 30 min in a super sonic bath just
before AFM analyses were carried out.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Experimental results
Double pulse experiments were performed on aluminum and
titanium respectively. The applied pulse energies on both sample
systems were 250 nJ in sum with equal intensity ratio between
the two pulses. In the case of temporal symmetric scans for Al
in Fig. 3(a) and (b), left, the total pulse energy was 350 nJ. These
energies lie within the strong ablation regime [55]. They are about
20 times above the ablation threshold of 15 nJ for aluminum, corresponding to a mean ﬂuence of 0.97 J/cm2 under our focusing
conditions. For titanium it is even about 60 times above the threshold of 4 nJ equivalent to a mean ﬂuence of 0.26 J/cm2 . Both ablation
thresholds result from single pulse experiments and evaluation via
AFM scans following the evaluation methods suggested in [56,57].
Our threshold values are in good agreement with those determined
in similar experiments by Li et al. and Mannion et al. 1.12 J/cm2 for
Al [39] and 0.28 J/cm2 for Ti [49].

3s2 4s
396.152 nm

3d3 (4 F)4p
453.478 nm

Two separate double pulse measurements were done on each
sample system. In the ﬁrst one the inter pulse delay was varied
symmetrically on a logarithmic scale up to 500 ps and the second
one on a longer delay range between 80 ps and 1080 ps in 50 pssteps. In the case of Ti the longer delay range scaled up to 2080 ps.
There were two reasons for this experimental approach: First to
realize inter pulse delays longer than 1 ns an additive offset to the
motorized translation stage had to be implemented (see Section
2.1). Secondly the symmetric scans have the advantage to make an
immediate check on the quality and reliability of the data. Only if
the obtained signals are symmetric in time, i.e. inter pulse delay,
a proper beam adjustment of the interferometer is ensured and
no beam drift or signiﬁcant energy ﬂuctuation occurred during the
experiment. When no signal shift is observed within an overlapping
delay range of more than 400 ps both scans can be regarded as one.
Diverging scans are not considered.
As a reference single pulse experiments were done for the same
total pulse energy keeping the delayed beam line blocked. By this
procedure, the transient LIBS-signal can be normalized to its single
pulse value obtaining the absolute enhancement ratio of the double
pulse experiments given in Fig. 3 for Al on the left and for Ti on the
right side. In addition, the corresponding reﬂected laser radiation of
the second pulse from the interaction region (IR-signal) is shown on
the right axes of Fig. 3(c) without normalization. In Fig. 3(b) the data
points are connected by lines to guide the eye, whereas in graphs
(a) and (c) phenomenological ﬁts to the data were performed. For
clarity, we omitted the standard deviation of the transient signals
in the graphs. As an example the transient LIBS-signal at 800 ps
inter pulse delay varies by 20% for aluminum and by 10% for titanium, see Fig. 3(c) left and right respectively. These values result
from averaging the 250 evaluated single-shot signals at 395 nm and
453 nm respectively, before normalization. The standard deviation
is typically larger for smaller signals, i.e. for smaller inter pulse
delays. Note that these deviations cannot be applied when comparing enhancement factors or more precisely experimental results
of separate double pulse measurements. Slightly different experimental conditions can lead to larger variations in the corresponding
enhancement factors, see Fig. 3(a) and (b) for Al.
Both sample systems behave in a similar way: for inter pulse
delays close to zero almost no signal dynamic is visible and the
enhancement is negligible. At this stage the results resemble the
behavior of single pulse experiments. After a few picoseconds pulse
delay the LIBS-signal increases, reaching a maximum value around
800 ps with a total enhancement factor of 6 for Al and 2.5 for Ti,
see Fig. 3(c) left and right respectively. For even longer delays the
LIBS-signal starts to decrease again. Upon a closer look four different regimes of signal dynamics can be distinguished: (I) no signal
dynamics below 1 ps; (II) at small pulse delays between 1 and 10 ps
the signal is rising; (III) this signal increase saturates at intermediate delays around several ten ps; (IV) ﬁnally at longer pulse delays
of more than 100 ps the signal rises again but with a smaller slope,
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Fig. 3. Left: Transient DP-LIBS signal of aluminum on a logarithmic (a) and linear time scale (b) with a total pulse energy of 350 nJ and equal intensity ratio between the two
pulses. (c) A different measurement done for 250 nJ and longer inter pulse delays (open squares, left axis) and corresponding IR-signal (ﬁlled squares, right axis): A maximum
LIBS-signal enhancement is reached around (800 ± 30) ps; optimal reﬂection of the 2nd pulse is seen at approximately (150 ± 30) ps. Roman numerals label four different
enhancement regimes: (I) no enhancement; (II) increase; (III) saturation behavior; (IV) further increase with maximum LIBS enhancement. Right: The same for titanium with
a total pulse energy of 250 nJ in all three graphs (a), (b) and (c).

reaching its maximum at around (800 ± 30) ps for Al and Ti respectively. Note that in terms of absolute values the strongest increase
is in regime IV, the second largest in regime III followed by regime
II. The corresponding IR-signals on the contrary start to increase
at later times (>10 ps) and assume their maximum values earlier
around (150 ± 30) ps. Finally they approach the single pulse value
at long inter pulse delays. The width of the IR-signal curve is much
smaller compared to the transient LIBS-signal. The shapes of the
transients presented here were reproduced many times and can be
regarded as common.
3.2. Discussion
The different enhancement regimes of the transient LIBS-signal
(I, II, III, IV) as well as the dynamics of the related IR-signal in these
pump-probe experiments may be linked to different stages during
ablation. In the following paragraphs these four regimes will be
discussed in relation to the physical processes taking place on the
studied time scales. We will focus our discussion on aluminum and
only refer to titanium when differences become signiﬁcant.
Regime I: Aluminum features a fast electron thermalization
time well below 1 ps [42] and strong electron–phonon coupling
[45]. The electron–phonon coupling coefﬁcient of titanium is even
one order of magnitude higher compared to aluminum [51]. During
electron thermalization the second pulse has no major inﬂuence on
the ablation mechanisms and the overall behavior resembles the
case of single pulse ablation at the same total pulse energy (regime
I). The second, delayed energy deposition into the system may only
lead to a corresponding retarded electron–phonon coupling.
Regime II: After electron thermalization energy transfer to the
lattice takes place due to electron–phonon coupling resulting in an
equilibration of electron and lattice temperatures. When the lattice temperature exceeds the melting temperature of the material
the system starts to melt. In the case of these large laser ﬂuences
homogeneous ultrafast melting is most likely to occur. According
to reﬂectivity measurements of Kandyla et al. on Al and twotemperature calculations by Ye et al. on Ti the top surface layer
of both metals melts within 2 ps after irradiation [43,48]. As the
electron-lattice equilibration may not be completed within this
time, especially for high ﬂuences, there are continuing melt dynamics taking place. In this few ps regime the LIBS-signal starts to rise
with increasing inter pulse delay (regime II).

Regime III: In the liquid phase the near dc electrical and electron
heat conductivities of aluminum are smaller compared to the value
of the solid [26,30,44]. The electrical conductivity by one order
of magnitude [44], the heat conductivity by 73% [58]. Due to the
reduced conductivities the absorbed energy of the second pulse is
stronger localized in the sample (energy conﬁnement) and cannot
dissipate further into the bulk in lateral and axial direction. Therefore the liquid can reach much higher temperatures up to the region
of an overcritical ﬂuid. Additionally around 10% more energy can be
absorbed by the metal as the reﬂectivity of metals is reduced in the
liquid state [43,59]. The higher the temperature of the liquid phase,
the higher the atomization degree of the plasma plume will be in
the end [26] and therefore the LIBS-signal itself. The characteristic time for the electrical conductivity change is on the time scale
for electron–phonon coupling, i.e. several ps. So the conductivity
decreases at times when the LIBS-signal is rising continuously as
well. This increase saturates several tens of picoseconds after heating (regime III). At this time the conductivity of liquid aluminum
reaches its ﬁnal value too. This correlates to the 40 ps timescale
reported by [44] for Al. From this we conclude, that the ﬁrst signal
increase and the onset of the saturation behavior correlates with
the melting of the sample due to the ﬁrst pulse and overheating the
resulting liquid with the second pulse.
On the time scales of our study the ablation plume behavior can
be analyzed by the IR-signal dynamics representing the reﬂected
laser radiation of the second pulse at the plasma plume created by
the ﬁrst pulse, see Fig. 3(c). The increasing IR-signal after approximately 20 ps inter pulse delay is a clear indication for plasma plume
formation. At the onset of ablation a hot and dense plasma is created, which can efﬁciently shield the second laser pulse from the
sample surface, as seen in double pulse ablation experiments of
[33,34]. This also correlates with an almost constant LIBS-signal
at the end of regime III and complements the saturation arguments given above. Note that according to density simulations on
Al conducted by Colombier et al. ablation starts as well at 25 ps
after irradiation with a 180 fs-pulse of 1 J/cm2 ﬂuence [36]. In this
high ﬂuence regime ablation will occur via critical point phase
separation, i.e. atomization and fragmentation of the crystal. This
ablation process was studied in detail via molecular dynamics simulations [40,60,61]. In this case ablation may start earlier compared
to slower ablation processes at medium ﬂuences, such as homogeneous nucleation and phase explosion.
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Regime IV: The generated plasma plume will expand with time
and separate from the surface with a speed of several km/s, as seen
in time of ﬂight measurements [50] and molecular dynamic simulations [41]. In the latter case a more directed evolution of the
plume was found for higher ﬂuences. This can be observed by the
IR-signal dynamics as well: The reﬂection of the second pulse is
getting more and more pronounced up to a maximum at 150 ps
for Al and Ti respectively after irradiation by the ﬁrst pulse. At this
time the plasma plume may have the optimal state for reﬂection,
i.e. pressure, density, temperature, size and/or position relative to
the focus. With calculated plume expansion velocities of 6 km/s for
Al [41] and measured ones of 7.5 km/s for Ti atoms [50] we estimate a plume position ≈1 m above the sample surface. Although
the cited velocities were determined under vacuum conditions, the
plume propagation in air is similar to that observed in vacuum during the initial phase of expansion. This is valid as long as the mass of
the ablation plume is higher compared to the mass of the displaced
ambient gas [62]. Beyond this point the reﬂected signal is falling
again due to ongoing plasma expansion. Maximal LIBS enhancement is observed at times when the IR-signal approaches its initial
value. From this observation one can conclude that the plasma front
becomes transparent and the second pulse can reach inner regions
of the plume [27].
Various ways of interaction between the laser radiation and the
plasma plume are possible at this point: (1) at these large ﬂuences
the laser radiation can be directly coupled into the present gas
phase of neutral and ionized particles and inverse Bremsstrahlung
absorption can heat the plasma [28]. (2) Amoruso et al. investigated
in [37] the inﬂuence of different polarizations of two time-delayed
laser pulses on the ion probe signal. If p polarized light was applied
at inter pulse delays <500 ps the absorption was increased compared to s polarization. This was ascribed to resonance absorption
in the plume, i.e. the interaction of the p polarized light wave with
an overdense plasma, leading to an increased absorption compared
to the usual collisional absorption by inverse Bremsstrahlung. As
we focus our laser pulses at normal incidence onto the sample, this
effect will not be relevant in our measurements. Further aspects of
self-absorption can be studied using the experimental approach
described in [63]. (3) Interaction of the second pulse with constituents of the plume may take place, such as disintegration of
clusters, nanoparticles and larger liquid droplets as well as subsequent excitation of their resulting species. The latter is likely to
contribute as our experimental conditions at short pulses and high
ﬂuences promote critical point phase separation, i.e. vaporization
by atomization and fragmentation taking place at the same time
during ablation. The result is a multi-component plume of atoms,
ions, clusters and nanoparticles/droplets. According to molecular
dynamics studies of Perez et al. the atoms and ions result from
atomization while the clusters result from fragmentation [61]. Due
to the drop of energy density within the sample ablation processes
assigned to medium ﬂuences, e.g. homogeneous nucleation and
phase explosion, will occur as well, leading to the ejection of larger
nanoparticles and droplets at later times. The amount of ejected
droplets was calculated to be 15% of the total ejected mass in simulations conducted by Vidal et al. [40]. Grojo et al. identiﬁed two
plume components of different velocities via in situ plasma diagnostics. The fast one corresponded to atoms and ions, whereas large
particles corresponded to its slow component [50]. Due to this axial
velocity distribution for the ejected material the large and heavy
species may reach the optimal focus position at later times.
All these processes would lead to an enhancement of the transient LIBS-signal at long delays above 100 ps (regime IV). The
LIBS-signal maximizes at an inter pulse delay of 800 ps for both
metals and decreases again on an even longer time scale. The similar observations between the two sample systems are in agreement
with further conclusions drawn by Grojo et al. They found the
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velocities of atoms and particles to be almost independent of the
incident laser ﬂuence as the thermalization of the electronic subsystem is completed before the energy transfer to the lattice takes
place. In addition, the particle velocities were almost independent
of the atomic mass of the different metals studied. The velocities of
atoms on the contrary were 30% smaller for metals with doubled
atomic masses [50]. Sonntag et al. obtained in molecular dynamics
simulations a velocity distribution for Al clusters being independent of laser ﬂuence as well [41].
3.3. AFM analysis
To support the conclusions drawn from transient signal dynamics in the previous section analyses of ablation structures were
carried out via atomic force microscopy (AFM). AFM measurements
were done regarding the inner diameter of the holes and their depth
in non-contact mode. 10–20 structures of equal experimental conditions were scanned via AFM to obtain statistics. Evaluation of the
AFM scans was done via scanning probe image processing software
(SPIP, Image Metrology) to determine the structure dimensions. The
reference structures created by single pulses of the same total pulse
energy are evaluated the same way as the corresponding double
pulse structures. The former are represented by red lines in Fig. 4.
The standard deviation of each AFM scan was in the range of 10%.
The dashed lines and accordingly the tinted backgrounds in Fig. 4
give the standard deviation of the single pulse values. Each measurement presented in this paper was conducted on a different
day under slightly different experimental and analysis conditions
resulting in slight differences for the absolute values for hole depth
and diameter. The overall change in structure dimensions versus
inter pulse delay was reproduced many times. Hence we focus our
discussion only on trends for double pulse ablation in relation to
single pulse ablation. To do so we again normalized the determined
structure dimensions to their corresponding single pulse values at
the same total pulse energy. For the applied single pulse energies
of 250 and 350 nJ the inner diameters of aluminum holes, deﬁned
as the diameter within the melting rim at the level of the sample
surface, were in the range of 2 m. The crater depths and ablated
volumes of aluminum were in the range of 400 nm and 0.7 m3
respectively. Titanium dimensions were both slightly larger (about
10%) compared to aluminum. These values may vary by 30% on
average, see Fig. 4(b).
The normalized AFM results for aluminum and titanium are
given in Fig. 4 on the left and right side, respectively. They stem from
exactly the same DP-LIBS measurements shown in Fig. 3. There is
no such signiﬁcant change visible compared to the strong increase
in LIBS-signal. The structure’s depth and diameter only change by
25–50% over the whole delay range. Particularly at 800 ps inter
pulse delay the ablated volume reduces by 30% for Al and increases
by 10% for Ti compared to single pulse values whereas the LIBSsignal is multiplied with a factor of 6 for Al and 2.5 for Ti. These
factors can also be larger under slightly different experimental conditions, see Fig. 3(a). However the AFM results exhibit as well some
dynamics: The inner diameters as well as the crater depths are
comparable to the single pulse values for inter pulse delays below
1 ps (regime I). Between 1 and 10 ps (regime II) the dimensions
decrease with increasing inter pulse delay. For the range of (10100) ps (regime III) the values remain almost constant. On longer
time scales >100 ps (regime IV) the holes become deeper, whereas
the diameter stays constant or decreases slightly.
The dynamics of the individual structure dimensions, especially
the ablation depth, resemble the processes discussed in the previous section: At small pulse delays (<1 ps, regime I) the holes are
deep, i.e. on the order of the single pulse values. On these time
scales the lattice is still cold and the electrons and ions do not
interact yet. So only the total energy deposition into the electronic
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Fig. 4. Left: Inner diameter (open circles, left axis) and depth (ﬁlled triangles, right axis) of ablation structures in aluminum for a total pulse energy of 350 (a) and 250 nJ (c)
from AFM scans. Both dimensions are normalized to their single pulse values (represented by red lines). The tinted background illustrates their standard deviation. The data
in (a) and (c) result from structures of corresponding transients shown in Fig. 3 left. Roman numerals label again the different enhancement regimes introduced in Fig. 3.
(b) AFM scan of a typical single pulse ablation structure in aluminum at 250 nJ. Right: The same for titanium with a total pulse energy of 250 nJ, compare Fig. 3 right. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

subsystem is relevant for ablation. The resulting depth is then given
by the penetration depth of the electrons [55]. Considering the
high ﬂuences applied ballistic penetration depths of the electrons
may become relevant [64]. For inter pulse delays shorter than the
time for electron–phonon coupling both pulses can therefore be
regarded as one and the crater dimensions are the same for single
pulses with doubled ﬂuence.
The depth decrease between 1 and 10 ps (regime II) is in agreement with observations of [32–34]. This experimental ﬁnding can
be correlated with an energy conﬁnement of the second pulse in
the sample, which was already discussed within the context of
our transient LIBS-signal. The reduced conductivity in the liquid
state may lead to a smaller extension of the melting region as the
remaining solid phase is screened due to the energy conﬁnement
[65]. A different explanation could be the suppression of ablation
caused by the second pulse. Povarnitsyn et al. conducted detailed
hydrodynamic simulations of double pulse ablation in copper based
on the two-temperature model [66,67] to explain the experimental results of [32]. They found a reduced ablation depth at inter
pulse delays on the order of the electron–phonon relaxation time.
In this regime the interaction of two different stress waves leads to
a reduced ablation depth: The ﬁrst laser pulse induces a pressure
wave followed by a tensile wave, both propagating into the sample. A second, time delayed laser pulse results in a second pressure
wave, which diminishes the tensile wave and therefore dumps the
ablation process. This effect can only occur as long as both the tensile wave of the ﬁrst pulse and the pressure wave of the second
pulse propagate in the molten layer. As this mainly affects the spallation process, which only occurs at ﬂuences near the threshold
for ablation, we conclude the energy conﬁnement to be the major
effect for a reduced ablation depth in our experiments. In regime
III (10 to 100 ps) no pronounced change in structure dimensions,
especially regarding the depth, are observable. This may be due to
plasma shielding discussed in Section 3.2.
Finally at longer pulse delays (>100 ps, regime IV) the holes are
becoming deeper again. This coincides with the peak of the IRsignal and its following decrease. At the same time the LIBS-signal
increases too. As discussed for the transients the plasma plume
becomes transparent with expansion and more energy of the second pulse can reach the sample surface. Although the ablation rate
is rising in this regime it only reaches the single pulse value again.
The single pulse depth is only exceeded for titanium in Fig. 4(c),

right. This leads to the conclusion that a combination of two processes is the reason for the observed behavior: On the one hand a
fraction of the second pulse is interacting with the plasma plume,
while on the other hand an increasing part of the second pulse
interacts with the sample more efﬁciently resulting in a higher LIBSsignal. The latter argument can be supplemented by the following:
As the interaction of the vapor with the sample surface slows down
the cooling rate, the surface remains liquid over a long time period
of several ns up to s. This ongoing heat transfer into the bulk leads
to a larger contribution of heterogeneous melting to the overall
melting depth, which becomes comparable to the dominating part
of homogeneous melting observed in the spallation regime at low
ﬂuences [68]. This may result in deeper ablation craters than the
ones created by single pulses of the same total pulse energy, as
observed in titanium for longest inter pulse delays in Fig. 4(c), right.
Also the slight increase in diameter, which is more apparent for Ti,
may relate to the lateral expansion of the melting front by heterogeneous melting. This is a slow process with ∼3% of the speed of
sound, depending on the degree of overheating [69,70]. In addition,
an interaction of the expanding ablation plume with the surface in
terms of further ablation [30] and change in morphology [38] was
discussed in the literature.
It is striking that the overall transient behavior is almost the
same for the two different metals under study. In contrast the morphologies of aluminum and titanium ablation structures are quite
different. Examples of typical single pulse ablation craters are given
in Fig. 4(b), left and right respectively, in the form of AFM scans.
Aluminum structures are smooth and round with a steep recast,
whereas titanium structures are more cone-shaped and considerably splintered at the edges. The latter results from liquid droplets
ejected during ablation.
3.4. Towards optimized parameters for fs-DP-LIBS
On the basis of our studies presented in the previous sections we
proceeded to optimize the spatial resolution of fs-DP-LIBS. From
our results in Section 3.1 we found the optimal inter pulse delay
for signal enhancement to be around 800 ps for both metals under
study. The corresponding LIBS-signal in Al at 800 ps was enhanced
by a factor of 6 for 250 nJ total pulse energy. The ablated volumes
being in the range of 0.5 m3 , which was 30% smaller compared
to single pulses with double ﬂuence. As discussed in Section 3.2
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ﬂuence regime. Furthermore our experiments showed that double
pulse LIBS in metals in general gives stronger LIBS-signals than single pulses at the same total pulse energy. Different enhancement
regimes were identiﬁed and related to the physical processes taking
place during ablation. Despite the fact that there is a change in ablation rate depending on the pulse separation time, we emphasize
that (i) this change is rather small compared to the multiplied LIBSsignal and (ii) at times for optimal signal enhancement, i.e. 800 ps
inter pulse delay, the structure dimensions are approximately the
same as the corresponding single pulse values. As a consequence
we were able to enhance the spectrochemical sensitivity of fs-LIBS
while preserving the spatial resolution. Optimizing the spatial resolution on the Al sample by decreasing the total pulse energy, we
obtained a more than one order of magnitude larger LIBS-signal
with signiﬁcantly smaller hole diameters down to (650 ± 150) nm.
These results will serve to increase the spatial resolution of far-ﬁeld
LIBS for 2D spectrochemical analyses considerably [20]. In that publication the demonstrated resolution was about 2 m. In the future
the inﬂuence of different intensity ratios between the two pulses on
the total enhancement factor and on the time dependent transient
LIBS-signals will be investigated.
Fig. 5. Left column: Averaged LIBS-spectra of Al for a total pulse energy of 65 nJ
obtained for single pulses (SP) (a) and double pulses (DP) with an inter pulse delay of
800 ps (c) respectively. Right column: AFM scans of the corresponding structures for
single (b) and double pulse ablation (d). The Al transition at 395 nm is enhanced by
a factor of about 40 whereas the inner diameters only increase from (450 ± 150) nm
to (650 ± 150) nm.

the peak position of the transient LIBS-signal enhancement may
be independent of incident laser ﬂuence. We therefore conducted
a measurement at 800 ps inter pulse delay with a signiﬁcantly
smaller pulse energy of 65 nJ, which is around 4 times above the
threshold for ablation, see Section 3.1. The obtained LIBS-spectrum,
averaged in this case over 600 single spectra, is shown in Fig. 5(c)
with a standard deviation of 45% for signal maximum at 395 nm.
The corresponding LIBS-spectrum obtained for single pulses with
the same total pulse energy is shown in Fig. 5(a). The standard deviation in this case is about 650% due to the large noise of single pulse
LIBS at low energies. A linearly interpolated background was subtracted in both graphs to account for the lower wavelength end of
the laser spectrum being reﬂected in the focal volume, see Section
2.2. The comparison of both spectra clearly demonstrates that the
Al transition at 395 nm is enhanced by a factor of about 40 and
the noise is strongly reduced resulting in a much smaller standard
deviation for single-shot DP-LIBS. AFM scans of the corresponding
ablation structures are depicted in Fig. 5(b) and (d) respectively. The
inner diameter for single pulse ablation at 65 nJ was in the range
of (450 ± 150) nm, whereas the inner diameter for double pulses at
800 ps inter pulse delay was in the range of (650 ± 150) nm. The
depth increased from (50 ± 30) nm to (100 ± 15) nm resulting in
an ablated volume change by a factor of 3, i.e. from 4 × 10−3 m3
to 12 × 10−3 m3 . Volumes were calculated with the help of the
AFM software. These results serve as a route to increase the spatial
resolution of far-ﬁeld spectrochemical imaging via laser-induced
breakdown spectroscopy in the few m scale and even below.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, pump-probe experiments on two different
metals, aluminum and titanium, were carried out on a wide range
of inter pulse delays. The experiments were performed with total
pulse energies far above the ablation threshold and an intensity
ratio of 1:1 between the two pulses. Both sample systems feature
a similar behavior indicating that material dependent parameters
have a minor inﬂuence on ultrashort pulse laser ablation in the high
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